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First grade continued to eagerly share not only
facts about the fictional mystery, “Who Borrowed
Mr. Bear”, but also their guesses and theories
based on evidence of what happened. Their
critical thinking skills were put to a test even if
the identity of the suspect remains a mystery. A
fun, memorable, and unique learning experience
was had by all first grade students.
First graders finished writing their narrative
stories, added exciting details, typed, and
illustrated the stories. Then, they were able to
bring the story to life by turning it into a stop
motion animation movie with sets and characters
made of Legos.

2ND GRADE
Students have been studying the famous artist,
Roy Lichtenstein. He is known for using benday
dots in his artwork. Students used benday dots
to represent each state of matter through art and
creativity.
In the Makerspace, students have created new
and unique items using recycled materials,
challenged their minds programming and
building new things, and designed a cotton ball
catapult.

3RD GRADE
Students have been introduced to many games using a variety of
manipulatives. For each game, students predicted whether or not the game
would be fair. For each game, students also calculated the theoretical and
experimental probability. For games that were not fair, students designed new
rules. Students have also been introduced to mean, median and mode. They
have participated in various activities and experiments to find the mean,
median, mode, and range of a given set of data.
Third grade students worked in teams and finished creating their very own
digital BreakoutEDU games that were uploaded to the BreakoutEDU platform.
The students enjoyed presenting each game to their classmates to try and
figure out.
We have a new bunch of anatomy students. They are learning about systems
and the systems of the body. They are working in teams to become experts on
a specific anatomy system. They will teach their peers and learn from their
peers. We are making awesome discoveries!

4TH AND 5TH GRADE
Students are using creativity and teamwork to create scripts,
props and sets to help aid them in their long term problem
solutions and presentations. Odyssey of the Mind is providing
students with an exciting learning experience that is
challenging and fun. Students are using rubrics to help make
decisions that are required to successfully present their final
presentation.
Students have been busy learning about the legal system in the
United States. Students researched the basics of the judicial
system including the functions of the trial court, the Court of
Appeals, and the Supreme Court. Students also learned how a
case moves up through these levels and discovered that these
courts exist on both the state and federal levels. They also
have learned the various roles that people play within the
courtroom. Each week, students are presented with a case in
which they serve as lawyers, judges, jurors, plaintiffs, and
defendants.

These City Shapers are putting what they have learned into
practice. They are sketching and designing a solution to a
problem with a public space in the Innovation Project. They are
also learning to program the EV3s to solve some challenges in
the Robot Games. All students are using the Core Values with
their teams. Amazing things are expected to happen!

The 4th/5th graders are continuing working on their
soft skills in preparation for the upcoming Great
Griffin Shake competition. They are fine tuning their
debate skills, handshakes, and learning how to stay
poised in situations. Many colleges sent pennants for
us to use in one of the challenges in the competition,
so students researched the address of the
admissions office to send them a personalized thank
you letter while practicing our etiquette.

